SNR characteristics of 850-nm OEIC receiver with a silicon avalanche photodetector
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Abstract: We investigate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) characteristics of an 850-nm optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) receiver fabricated with standard 0.25-µm SiGe bipolar complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (BiCMOS) technology. The OEIC receiver is composed of a Si avalanche photodetector (APD) and BiCMOS analog circuits including a transimpedance amplifier with DC-balanced buffer, a tunable equalizer, a limiting amplifier, and an output buffer with 50-Ω loads. We measure APD SNR characteristics dependence on the reverse bias voltage as well as BiCMOS circuit noise characteristics. From these, we determine the SNR characteristics of the entire OEIC receiver, and finally, the results are verified with bit-error rate measurement.
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1. Introduction

There are active research activities for realizing high-performance optoelectronic integrated circuit (OEIC) receivers for 850-nm short-distance optical interconnect applications. For these applications, the use of standard Si technology is very attractive since it can provide cost-effective solutions with high-volume manufacturability [1]. Moreover, monolithic integration of Si photodetectors (PDs) and Si electronic circuits can provide performance enhancement by eliminating undesired parasitic inductances and capacitances [2–4].

However, PDs realized with standard Si technology suffer from low photo-detection efficiency and/or limited photodetection bandwidth. This is due to narrow depletion regions allowed with standard Si processing technology and consequential slow diffusive transport of photo-carriers generated in charge neutral regions [5]. As a way of overcoming these problems, we have investigated Si avalanche photodetectors (APDs) based on P+/N-well [6] or N+/P-well [7] junction. These APDs provide high responsivity as well as large photodetection bandwidth. In particular, the APD reported in [7] achieved gain-bandwidth product over 1 THz, the largest ever reported for Si APDs. We also realized high-performance Si OEIC receivers in which the APD is monolithically integrated with Si electronics [8], [9].

In these OEIC receivers, the bit-error rate (BER) performance has strong dependence on the APD reverse bias voltage ($V_R$) [8], [9]. In this paper, we investigate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) characteristics of our OEIC receiver in an attempt to have clear understanding of this dependence and establish design guides for optimized OEIC receivers. Specifically, we measure APD SNR dependence on $V_R$ and electronic circuit noises and, from these, SNR characteristics of the entire OEIC receiver are determined. Finally, the results are verified with BER measurements.

2. SiGe BiCMOS OEIC receiver

Figure 1(a) shows a simplified block diagram of our OEIC receiver. It is fabricated with IHP’s standard 0.25-µm SiGe bipolar complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (BiCMOS)
technology [10], and composed of a Si APD along with a dummy PD, a transimpedance amplifier (TIA) with DC-balanced buffer, a tunable equalizer, a limiting amplifier, and an output buffer. The APD is realized P+/N-well junction surrounded by shallow trench isolation. The optical window is about 10 µm × 10 µm. The dummy PD provides TIA input symmetry. The TIA is designed in shunt-feedback configuration to achieve low-noise characteristics, and a DC-balanced buffer is used for fully differential signaling. The equalizer compensates bandwidth limitation of APD and TIA, and its high-frequency boosting gain can be tuned with a capacitor array. The limiting amplifier is composed of four-stage differential amplifier having emitter degeneration, and the output buffer is used for driving 50-Ω loads. The power consumption excluding the output buffer is about 59 mW with 2.5-V supply voltage. It can achieve 12.5-Gb/s operation with BER of 10^{-12}. Further details for this OEIC receiver can be found in [9].

3. Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) determination

Figure 1(b) illustrates a simplified block diagram of our OEIC receiver used for SNR investigation. An APD equivalent circuit model [11] including a noise current source is shown, and the electronic circuit noise is modeled with an input-referred noise current source. Then, SNRs for APD (SNRAPD) and OEIC receiver (SNROEIC) can be described as:

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{APD}}(V_R) = \frac{I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}(V_R)}{\sqrt{I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}(V_R)^2}} = \frac{I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}(V_R)}{\sqrt{I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}(V_R)^2}},
\]

\[
\text{SNR}_{\text{OEIC}}(V_R) = \frac{I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}(V_R)}{\sqrt{I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}(V_R)^2 + I_{s,\text{rms,circuit}}^2}},
\]

where \(I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}\) and \(I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}\) represent peak-to-peak signal current and root mean square (rms) noise current of APD, respectively, both of which depend on \(V_R\). \(I_{s,\text{rms,circuit}}\) represents rms input-referred noise current of the electronic circuits. By measuring \(I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}\), \(I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}\), and \(I_{s,\text{rms,circuit}}\) at different \(V_R\) values, numerical values for SNR_{APD} and SNR_{OEIC} can be determined.

3.1 Si avalanche photodetector (APD)

For measuring \(I_{s,\text{pp,APD}}\) and \(I_{s,\text{rms,APD}}\), the setup shown in Fig. 2 is used. For signal measurement, 850-nm light from a laser diode is modulated at 1 GHz by an external electro-
optic modulator. 1-GHz modulation is used because it is experimentally found that APD photodetection frequency response is very flat around this frequency resulting in more reliable experimental results. The modulated light is transmitted through multimode fiber, and injected into the APD through a lensed fiber. The signal power is determined by measuring APD output signal at 1 GHz with a spectrum analyzer having 50-Ω load.

The noise power spectral density at 1 GHz is measured using the spectrum analyzer with unmodulated optical input as shown in Fig. 2. Since the resulting noise level is less than the resolution limit of our spectrum analyzer, APD output signal is amplified with a commercial low-noise amplifier (LNA) having 26-dB gain and 3-dB noise figure. APD noise power spectral density is determined by calibrating these results with LNA gain and noise figure. Since APD noises are dominated by thermal and shot noises, which are white noises [12], the total APD noise power can be obtained by multiplying the measured noise power spectral density at 1 GHz with the equivalent noise bandwidth determined from the measured photodetection frequency response of our APD [9]. Then, the measured APD signal and noise power are converted into $I_{s,pp,APD}$ and $I_{n,rms,APD}$, respectively. For this, the influence of APD output impedance can be ignored since it is much larger than 50-Ω load provided by the spectrum analyzer.

![Figure 3](image)

**Fig. 3.** Measured APD (a) signal and (b) noise characteristics as a function of reverse bias voltage ($V_R$).

Figure 3 shows measured $I_{s,pp,APD}$ and $I_{n,rms,APD}$ as a function of $V_R$ at two different incident optical powers ($P_{opt}$) of –8 and –10 dBm. With increasing $V_R$, $I_{s,pp,APD}$ increases due to avalanche gain, reaching the maximum at $V_R$ of about 12.4 V. As expected, $I_{s,pp,APD}$ is larger...
for larger $P_{\text{opt}}$. The maximum responsivity of our APD is about 1.4 A/W, which is much lower compared to conventional 850-nm APDs. This is due to the fact that our APD is realized with the standard Si technology which does not allow optimal APD device structure. $I_{\text{rms,APD}}$ also increases with increasing $V_R$ due to increasing avalanche noise. $I_{\text{rms,APD}}$ is slightly larger for larger $P_{\text{opt}}$ as shown in the inset of Fig. 3(b). Both noise currents are nearly the same for $V_R$ below about 11.5 V since the thermal noise is the dominant noise for APD in the range. With increasing $V_R$, the shot noise becomes more pronounced, and consequently, larger $P_{\text{opt}}$ produces larger $I_{\text{rms,APD}}$ [13].

### 3.2 Electronic circuits

For measuring $I_{\text{rms,circuit}}$, a receiver IC without on-chip APD fabricated within the same run as our OEIC receiver is used. For noise measurement, the input node is left open, and one of two differential outputs is terminated with 50-Ω load, and the other is connected to a spectrum analyzer [14]. Equalizer boosting gain is set at its minimum value of 4 dB to minimize the effects of noise boosting. The noise frequency characteristics are measured from 100 MHz to 10 GHz, and the effect of electrical cable loss is compensated. Although noise characteristics can be affected by RF pads used for the measurement purpose, their influence is not significant since the pad capacitance is relatively small. The output noise power is converted into output noise voltage, and then, the output noise voltage is referred to the input node by dividing the resulting output noise voltage with the measured transimpedance frequency response of the receiver IC.

![Fig. 4. Measured and simulated signal and noise frequency characteristics of electronic circuits with minimum equalization.](image)

Figure 4 shows the resulting input-referred noise current density ($I_{\text{n,circuit}}$), as well as the measured transimpedance frequency response of the receiver IC. $I_{\text{n,circuit}}$ can be determined using below equation [15]:

$$
I_{\text{n,circuit}}^2 = \left[ \int_{0\,\text{MHz}}^{W_{\text{BW}}} I_{\text{rms,circuit}}^2 \, df \right] \frac{BW_s}{BW_n},
$$

where $BW_s$ and $BW_n$ is the signal and equivalent noise bandwidth of the receiver IC, respectively. The resulting $I_{\text{n,circuit}}$ of our electronic circuits is about 0.83 $\mu$A. Figure 4 also shows our measurement results agree well with the simulation results. For both transimpedance and noise simulation, Spectre simulator in Cadence is used.
3.3 OEIC receiver

Figure 5 shows APD signal current along with two different noise currents, one for APD alone and the other for the total OEIC receiver, at different bias voltages with two different $P_{\text{opt}}$ levels of $-8$ and $-10$ dBm. It can be observed that the total OEIC receiver noise is dominated by the APD noise when $V_R$ approaches the breakdown voltage.

With these measurement results, numerical values for $\text{SNR}_{\text{APD}}$ and $\text{SNR}_{\text{OEIC}}$ can be determined using Eq. (1) and Eq. (2). Figure 6 shows the resulting $\text{SNR}_{\text{APD}}$ and $\text{SNR}_{\text{OEIC}}$ at different bias voltages. $\text{SNR}_{\text{APD}}$ is the highest for $V_R$ of about 11.9 V, which is less than $V_B$ of 12.4 V that gives the maximum APD signal current shown in Fig. 3(a). For $V_R$ below 11.9 V, $\text{SNR}_{\text{APD}}$ is degraded because APD does not have sufficient avalanche gain. For $V_R$ above 11.9 V, there is too much APD noise. The short-dashed lines in Fig. 6 show the estimated
SNR\textsubscript{OEIC}. It has the highest value for \( V_R \) of about 12.0 V. The optimal \( V_R \) for SNR\textsubscript{OEIC} is slightly higher than that for SNR\textsubscript{APD} since APD needs to provide slightly larger gain due to the circuit noise.

4. Confirmation by bit-error rate measurement

![Diagram](image)

Fig. 7. Measured and estimated BER as a function of \( V_R \) at incident optical power (\( P_{\text{opt}} \)) of –8 and –10 dBm, respectively.

To verify the accuracy of the estimated SNR\textsubscript{OEIC}, BER performance of our OEIC receiver is measured at different reverse bias voltages, and the results are compared with the BER determined from SNR\textsubscript{OEIC}. For this measurement, equalizer boosting gain is minimized to alleviate any noise boosting and signal distortion due to over-equalized frequency response. In addition, the data rate is set below the OEIC receiver 3-dB bandwidth of 7.5 GHz [9] to avoid any BER degradation due to inter-symbol interference caused by limited OEIC receiver bandwidth. Figure 7 shows the measured BER when 6-Gb/s broadband optical data are detected by our OEIC receiver at \( P_{\text{opt}} \) of –8 and –10 dBm, respectively. The short-dashed lines in Fig. 7 show the estimated BER derived with the following equation:

\[
\text{BER} = \frac{1}{2} \cdot \text{erfc} \left( \frac{\alpha \cdot \text{SNR}_{\text{OEIC}}}{2\sqrt{2}} \right)
\]

In Eq. (4), \( \alpha \) represents signal penalties due to fiber dispersion, transmitter bandwidth, and experimental loss [16]. In our case, \( \alpha \) is estimated to be 0.88 by fitting measured data to Eq. (4) with the minimum squared error. As shown in Fig. 7, for \( P_{\text{opt}} \) of –10 dBm, the best BER performance is achieved at \( V_R \) of about 12.0 V, corresponding to \( V_R \) having the highest SNR\textsubscript{OEIC} as shown in Fig. 6. For \( P_{\text{opt}} \) of –8 dBm, the measured BER is equal to or less than \( 10^{-12} \) for \( V_R \) of from 11.6 V to 12.2 V. Although not shown in Fig. 7, the fitting curve has the minimum BER of about \( 10^{-19} \) at \( V_R \) of about 12.0 V, which corresponds to the \( V_R \) having the highest SNR\textsubscript{OEIC} for \( P_{\text{opt}} \) of –8 dBm.

5. Conclusion

We investigate SNR characteristics of an OEIC receiver fabricated with standard 0.25-\( \mu \)m SiGe BiCMOS technology. APD signal and noise characteristics are determined at different \( V_R \) values, and electronic circuit noise is measured. With measurement results, SNR
characteristics of our OEIC receiver are determined, and the results are verified with BER measurement.
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